AdvancedContentPublishing

General Description

This is an overview of an advanced content publishing system that can be created using many of Tiki's existing features and structures. There is always need for easy publication of content, and this document hopes to tie together the many features that already exist in Tiki for displaying content.

Key Function and sub-features

- object workflows
- roles & permissions
- distinct states
- flexible transitions

Related Links

- Film production

Typical Uses

- Articles
- Wiki
- Structures
- Workflows
- XML/RDF/RSS
- Directories
- Galleries
- Trackers
- etc..

Case Studies

- Creating online video clips

Bugs

Support Requests

TikiTeam

- TikiTeamContentPublishing
- Communication team
- Quality team
- Daniel
- Add your name here

Interesting links
• Tiki movies (v.3)